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 Avalon Solitaire 2 is a beautifully arranged and user friendly video game in a format that is unrivaled in quality and versatility.
The 24 available power-ups, unique and wild card AI decks of cards, beautiful design, and even the availability of a solitaire
expert mode mean you will find the time and patience to master this game. Avalon Solitaire 2 will keep you entertained for

hours, will definitely test your patience, and will have you asking for more time for hours to come. Features Power-ups Avalon
Solitaire 2 is a 24-power-up game. The power-ups may be granted at random at any time during a game, or they may be

manually acquired by placing them on the game board, using game features, or using special power-ups cards. Each power-up
offers a different style of playing, a different layout and style of building, or a different payoff to completing a level. The power-

ups are: Blow Out This power-up removes all buildings and their benefits from the game board, immediately destroying all
cards. This is ideal for destroying the game board or for ending a game. Bumpers This power-up adds a small amount of damage
to the cards at the bottom of the pile. Conqueror This power-up doubles your score at the end of a round. Destructor This power-
up destroys all buildings and their benefits, but keeps the cards on the board. Double Cards This power-up replaces all common
cards with two of their own. This is usually used for earning a card with an alternate suit, improving a card's value, or, in some

rare cases, a defensive power-up. Double Suit This power-up improves a card's suit to the same suit as another card in the deck.
This is the most common power-up, and is often used to quickly double-up cards to earn a better deal. It also improves a cards

suit when it would have been a different suit, allowing for other power-ups and chance benefits. Expanding This power-up
allows a building to reach a neighboring space. Extreme This power-up helps a building easily obtain the best available space.
Flag This power-up allows a building to be placed on an empty space in the same suit as another card in the deck. Frozen This

power-up freezes the 520fdb1ae7
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